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Introduction
The purpose of the analysis

The present article addresses the issue of the right to life from a 
double perspective, asthe theme of the right to life can be declined 
under a specular profile. Indeed, if the need to protect the life, the 
psycho‒physical integrity and the individual in columity leads the 
legislator to introduce criminals anctions aimed at protecting such 
legal assets from unjustified aggression, their protection should 
(rectius, must) also constitute a limit to the punitive claim of the State, 
which in a constitutionally oriented penal system cannot impose 
a punishment intended exclusively to neutralize the offender for 
life, since this would constitute an exploitation of the human being 
for contingent objectives of criminal politics. For the first profile 
the human life, although not expressly mentioned in the Italian 
Constitution unlike what happens in German (Article 2, par. 2), 
Spanish (Article 15) and Portuguese (Article 24, par. 1) Constitutions 
,represents a primary legal asset, whichis highly personal, pre‒
existing to any legal recognition and pertaining to the person as such. 
Its protection can be indirectly inferred from constitutional provisions 
related to other contiguous rights (i.e. the right to health) or dictated 
for particular purposes (i.e. the prohibition of the death penalty) or 
else by ordinary rules (i.e. the crimes against life). Above all, the 
personalistic principle, providedin Article 2 of Italian Constitution1, is 
extremely relevant, due to the fact that establishes the centrality and 
the primacy of the human person over any other value and rises the 
life to the rank of the highest interest, since its protection is a priority 
1According to Article 2 of ItalianConstitution, «the Republic recognises 
and guarantees the inviolablerights of the person, as an individual 
and in the social groupswhere human personalityisexpressed. 
The Republic expectsthat the fundamentalduties of political, economic and 
social solidarity be fulfilled».

for the enjoyment of everyother right (physical integrity and personal 
freedom) and is preeminent over other personal goods.1 

Life also rank sat the apex of human rights contemplated by the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 3), by the European 
Convention on Human Rights which requires member states to 
legally protect it, also through rules of a preventive nature (Article 
2), as first of human rights and supreme value in the scale of human 
rights2 and by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union (Article 2). Although traditionally thereis a tendency to deny 
the existence of constitutional obligations of criminalization, the 
criminal punishment appear esessential to the effective safeguard of 
human life, whichisprotected, directly or indirectly, ina wide range of 
incriminatingnorms, monoffensive and pluri offensive, placed in the 
Italian Criminal Code and in special laws. Therefore, given that the 
national legal system is called  in order to defend goods such as life  
to adopt suitable measures for the repression of facts that seriously 
offend them, in doing so it cannot avoid to take into consideration the 
necessity to offerto the convicted a path of resocialization, necessarily 
oriented towards the return of each convict also the one most difficult 
to “recover” in the society.2 This last consideration leads to deepen the 
second opposite profile of the right to life, whose safeguard cannot, 
in fact,allow the State to commitacts that are harmful or  in any case 
excessively restrictive of this legal asset. The two‒faced nature of 
the them eemerges in the case of life imprisonment7‒13 (pursuant to 
Article 17 of the Italian Criminal Code) that, from a victim‒centric 
perspective, constitutes the maximum sanction imposed for those 
more serious crimes that harm the lives of individuals or their public 
safety including that of slaughter with the death of one or more people, 
murder pursuant to Articles 576 and 577 of the criminalcode, torture 

2ECHR, Streletz, Kessler e Krenz v. Germania, sent. 22.3.2001, ric. n. 
35532/1997, 34044/1996 and 44801/1998.
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Abstract

The present article addresses the issue of the right to life from a double perspective.If in fact 
the protection of life must induce the legislator to introduce particularly effectives anctions 
to protect this right from un justified aggression, on the other hand, the punitive claim 
of the State cannot exclusively consist, in any case, in the neutralization of the offender 
for life, since this would constitute an exploitation of the human being for contingent 
porpouses of criminal policy and would be in contrast with the re‒educational function of 
the penalty, as it is provided by the Article 27, par. 3., of the italian Constitution and with 
the principle of human dignity. A similar prejudice would seem to be recognized in the 
case of life imprisonment, which  as a perpetual penalty  limits (and we will see later how) 
any possibility of liberation of the condemned and frustratesh is expectations and hopes. 
In detail, therefore, the paper will examine the recent developments of the jurisprudence of 
the European Court of Human Rights and of the Constitutional Court on life imprisonment, 
trying to highlight the illegality not only of the so‒called “life imprisonment impediment” 
(as it was recently affirmed by the ECHR and by the Constitutional Court) but  more 
generally  also to life imprisonment in all its forms and to propose  de legeferenda  possible 
alternatives to the perpetual sanction, necessary to protect the right to life and hope of the 
offender.
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in which the death of the victimis voluntarily caused (Article 613‒bis 
of the criminal code) or of kidnapping for the purpose of extortion, 
followed by the death of the kidnapped as a consequence desired by 
the agent (Article 630, par. 3, criminal code) , on the otherhand, for 
the condemned represents a sort of “civil death”, given that the guilty 
is deprived, for his entire existence, of the hope of being able to be re 
integrated into society.

Thus, although the death penalty no longerexists in the Italian 
legal system, there is still a penalty untill the death,14 that is the life 
imprisonment, on whose peculiarities and different forms we will 
focus on in the following pages; in fact, the life sentence represents a 
subject that is still deeply discussed, which are uses conflicting social 
reactions and agitates the sensitivity of the jurists.

The context of the analysis
Although the penalty assumesde factoa polyvalent physiognomy, 

being afflictive and preventive, both in a special and general sense, its 
main purpose attributedde jure by the Italian Constitution is the social 
integration;3‒6 so, the afflictive and preventive effects that characterize 
the penalty should not compromise tout courtits re‒educational aim. 
Any penalty imposed on the perpetrator of a crime  so even that one 
of life imprisonment  cannot consist only of an eternal punishment 
for the fact committed, but  in a constitutionally oriented perspective  
must be marked by humanity and should tend to re‒educate the 
offender (Art. 27, par. 3, Constitution). In the second half of the last 
century, in order to reduce the severity of the discipline affecting the 
life imprisoner, were introduced the institutions of conditional release 
(Article 176, par. 3, Criminal Code) which allows the convicted to 
life imprisonment to suspend the prisonpenalty and to replaceit with 
another less affective, if atleast twenty‒six years of prison have been 
served  of premium permits  to which the condemned can access 
after having spent atleast ten years in prison (Article 30 of Law No. 
354, the so‒called Penitentiary Law, here in after“PL”)  of the semi‒
liberty (Article50, par. 5, PL) which can be granted to the offender 
who has served twenty years of sentence and external work for public 
or private companies or in public administrations (Article 21, par. 2, 
PL). These benefits  although they can be used only ift he offender 
has shown constant evidence of good conduct and repentance in 
order to an effective social recovery  theoretically discolour the 
fixed, rigid and perpetual nature of life imprisonment. However, 
similar beneficiary institutions have suffered a strong limitation 
by the so‒called“Emergency legislation”  introduced in the 90s to 
deal with the mafia massacres that have bloodied Italy3  which has 
provided for various life imprisonment regimes due to the combined 
effect of the new articles7‒13  bis and 58 ter PL. In the cases of the 
so‒called“impedimental crimes”,indicated at art. 4 bisPL4, in fact, 
3Act. No. 203 of 12 July1991.
4The list of crimes listed in the Article 4 bis PL is – actually – heterogeneous. 
It encompasses the crimes committed for the purpose of terrorism, even 
international, or subversion of the democratic order, by committing acts of 
violence; crimes referred in articles 314, first paragraph, 317, 318, 319, 319 bis, 
319 ter, 319 quater, first paragraph, 320, 321, 322, 322 bisof the Criminal Code 
(i.e. Crimes against the Public Administration),crimes referred in articles 416 
bis and 416 terof the Criminal Code (Organized Crimes) or crimes committed 
using the conditions set out in the article 416 bis or in order to facilitate the 
activities of the associations envisaged therein. Crimes referred in articles 600 
(Reduction into slavery), 600 bis, first paragraph, (Child prostitution) 600 ter, 
first and second paragraphs (Child pornography), 601 (Human trafficking), 602 
(The buying or the alienation of slaves), 609 octies (Group sexual assault) 
and 630 (Kidnapping for ransom) of the Criminal Code;crimes of Article 12, 
paragraphs 1 and 3, of the Legislative Decree n. 286/1998 (Crimes committed 
in the framework of illegal immigration);crimes of the Article 291quater of 
the Decree of the President of the Republic n. 43/1973 (Organized crime to 
smuggle foreign manufactured tobacco) and Article 74 of the Decree of the 

the possibility of regaining freedom after having served a period of 
detention is subject to the acquisition of elements such as to exclude 
the actuality of links with organized, terrorist or subversive crimes that 
could harm the life of the citizen, as well as the collaboration with the 
justice (pursuant to Article 58 ter PL), in the absence of which  unless 
this cooperation is impossible or useless15 imprisonment is endless 
and normally accompanied by the so‒called“regime of hard prison”, 
ex Article 41 bis PL.This prison regime, bornas a temporary measure 
to cope with the exceptional resurgence of the mafia phenomenon, 
is now permanently included in the prison system as a tool aimed at 
separating the links between certain types of prisoners and criminal 
organizations, depriving the convicted of any relationship with the 
outside world and inevitably frustrating the re‒educational function 
of punishment. Article 4 bis PL,therefore, introduced a differentiated 
treatment (the so‒called“double tracksanctions”) according to whether 
the offender (for the crimes indicated there in) collaborates  thus 
beingable to be admitted to the enjoyment of penitentiary benefits  or 
doesnot collaborate with the justice system; in this latter case, on the 
basis of the absolute presumption of persistent danger, any possibility 
of return  temporary or definitive  to free society isexcluded. All 
the inmates serving an irreducible life imprisonment (in Italy about 
70% of the life prisoners), who decide to make use of their right to 
remain “in silence” and not collaborate with the justice system, are not 
allowed to plan their existence for the years following the detention, 
as this is a phase which is unlikely to be realized; their life is marked, 
day after day, by the awareness that the restrictions in which they 
find themselves will probably be the same for their entire existence 
and this regardless of the path taken in prison. The distance betweent 
his form of life imprisonment and the re‒educational purpose of the 
sentence and itssense of humanity is evident: the objective of social 
integration is stripped down and the punishment remains the only 
elements of affliction; the guarantees of the offender are sacrificed 
in the name of prevailing political‒repressive needs and the personis 
exploited to obtain results unrelated to thosethat the punishment must 
pursue according to the Constitution.16 

In the light of this, emerges a prison system that presents 
more and more obscurerecesses, obscured by that“prison‒
centered”attitude,typical of the “criminal populism”reigning in 
Italy, which deviating from the legitimate functions of the penalty 
focuses the sanction on a total izing detention. Gradually, the need 
to review this system is becoming evident and therefore requiresthe 
intervention of the Constitutional Court and of the European Court 
of Human Rights, which with different rulings have progressively 
breached the wall of obstativeness to penitentiary benefits, even going 
so far as to establish that life imprisonment impediment leveraging 
on collaborationas the only way to recoverfreedom isan irreducibles 
anction de iure and de facto, considering that its depriving the right of 
the condemned to hope and life and therefore itis incompatible with 
the Constitution and the EHR Conventio. Prison, in fact, cannot be 
assimilated to Dante’shell, there those who enter abandon all hope; 
while representing a tortuo us path, full of contradictions and fears, 
it in the interest of all the people should end with the ascent“into the 
clear world”, so that the desire for justice doesnot suffer revenge in 
filtration.

The problems related to life imprisonment
Life imprisonment in the ECHR Jurisprudence

As noted by Pinto De Albuquerque 2015,17 the most important 
peno logical issue on the European agenda today is life imprisonment 

President of the Republicn. 309/1990 (Organized crime for the illicit trafficking 
in narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances).
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. If, however, the first rulings of the Strasbourg Court in the matter 
of life imprisonment were limited to considering adequate, in order 
not to assert the incompatibility of this penalty with Article 3 of the 
Convention (which prohibits torture and inhuman and degrading 
treatment), that the internal legislation of the States envisaged 
concrete possibilities of accessing forms of liberation, is only with the 
Vinter et. others. v. United Kingdom case, relating to the institution 
of life imprisonment without parole of the English legal system, that 
there is a change of pace in the ECHR. 

If, the IV Chamber of the Court5, called in the first instance to deal 
with this case, taking up whatwasstated in its previous rulings, has 
asserted that the whole life order can be a disproportionate sanction 
only if there is no perspective de iure or de facto of early release and if 
the detention is no longer functional to any of the legitimate purposes 
of the sentence punishment, general prevention, protection of the 
community, resocialization, which in the specific case  had not been 
demonstrated by the applicant, itis only with the decision of the Grand 
Chambreon the same question that it is declare the violation of Article 
3 of the ECHR by the United Kingdom, in relation to the provision, in 
the British legal system, of the sentence of life imprisonment without 
the possibility of conditional release6. In the opinion of the Alsatian 
Judges, life imprisonment is illegitimate when it does not allow 
the detainee to prove that he has achieved, with the portion of the 
sentence already expiated, the objectives that the penalty is intended 
to implement identified in repression, dissuasion, correction and 
social defense, and that he deserves his re‒integration into society. 
It follows that, according to the European Judge, thereis no violation 
of Article 3 of the ECHR if a prisoner remains restricted to life 
because still dangerous to the out come of specific review (§ 108). 
Provided that the assessment of the persistence of legitimate reasons 
for detention must be carried out at the stage of implementation (ex 
post), life imprisonment is in any case contrary to the principles of the 
Convention if the offender is deprived of the possibility of knowing ab 
in it iowhen, how and what he must do to obtain conditional release. 
The State is there forceed all upon to ensure prior knowledge of the 
conditions and times to allow the condemned to be released. Thus, 
the Court found that the sentence of life imprisonmentin the mean 
time can be compatible with the Convention if the State adopts a 
mechanism for reviewing the effective need to continue the execution 
of the sentence in relation to the purposes of the penalty itself, which 
takes into account any changes of the offender and the progress 
made during the rehabilitation process. Such a mechanism must be 
devised in such a way as to offer concrete prospects of release to the 
condemned once a minimum period of detention has elapsed, there 
the State can discretionally quantify, taking care, however, to clearly 
pre‒determine the timing and the modalities of the review, so that 
the offender isplacedin a position to know, from the beginning of the 
execution of the sentence, what are the requirements for access to 
conditional release (§§ 119‒122).

On the basis of this decision,the following years, three rulings of 
the ECHR have stated the violation of Art. 3 of the Convention by 
some member states of European Council. With the decision Trabelsi 
v. Belgium7 concerning a Tunisian citizen guilty of terrorist activities 
and extradited from Belgium to the United States to serve there 
his sentence the Court condemned Belgium for having granted the 

5ECHR, Vinter et al. v. Regno Unito, sent. 17.01.2012, ric. n. 66069/09, n. 
130/10 and n. 3896/10.
6ECHH, Vinter et al. c. Regno Unito, sent. 9.07.2013, ric. n. 66069/09, 130/10 
and 3896/10.
7ECHR, sent. 4.09.2014, ric. n. 140/ 2010.

extradition of the convictin a system that of the U.S. not capable to treat 
the prisoners with the guarantees provided by the Convention. With 
the cases Ocalan v. Turkey8 and Harakchiev and Tolumov v. Bulgaria9, 
the judges censured the norms of these states having previewed life 
imprisonment without parole. Common content presents the case 
Murray v. Netherlands10, of 2016, concerning the case of a mentally 
ill prisoner, to whom it was denied the possibility of being placed 
in center specialized in the treatment of psychiatric subjects, thus 
depriving him of the hope of obtain conditional release. Instead, with 
the case Hutchinson v. United Kingdom11, of 2017, in contrast to what 
would have been desirable, the Grand Chamber ratified the decision 
of the Fourth Chamber, rejecting the applicant’s reasons relating to 
the violation of Article 3 of the ECHR, noting that life imprisonment 
without the possibility of a early release isnot in itself incompatible 
with the provisions of the Convention if it remains both a prospect 
of release and a possibility of revision.18 In this contextfits the Viola 
v. Italy12 case, in which it was addressed the legitimacy of the choice 
of the Italian legislator to render the life sentence incompressible 
hindering the granting of penitentiary benefits for needs related to the 
lack of cooperation with justice. Indeed, the Italian life imprisonment 
impediment arrived in front of the ECHR on appeal by Marcello Viola, 
sentenced to life imprisonment, but always proclaimed innocent, so 
much so that he has never collaborated with justice.

The Strasbourg Judgesheld with a majority of sixjudges to one that 
the regulatory mechanism is aged in Italy to prevent the granting of 
conditional release to a type of life convicted constituted an irreducible 
penalty de facto, excessively limiting the prospect of freedom and 
the possibility of re‒examining the sentence imposed on the non‒
collaborating offender (§137). Therefore, the European Court, while 
recognizing collaboration with justice as a significant manifestation 
of dissociation from the criminal environment, stated that the Italian 
legislation, in the part in which the demonstration of the detachment 
from the association becomes a legalindex of repentance, crystallizes 
an absolute presumption of the subject’s dangerousness, without 
any reasonable basis because there is a doubt whether the choice to 
collaborate with justiceal ways constitutes an individual choice that is 
effectively free and aware (beingable to depend for purely utilitarian 
and opportunistic reasons, see§ 119), and that the lack of collaboration 
constitutes in itselfan index of social danger (giventhat the silencekept 
by the condemned person could depend on evaluations that disregard 
the continuing membership of the subject, see § 118)13. According 
to the Strasbourg Judge, otherelements different than collaboration 
have to be taken as a parameter capable of demonstrating the 
condemned’srepentance.

In conclusion, thisform of life imprisonment undermines the 
protection of human dignity since it deprives a person of freedom, 
without working at the same time for his re‒integration and without 
providing him with the possibility of one day regaining this freedom 
(§ 113) and prevents the judge to make an assessment of the possible 
progress made by the offender towards the goal of social re‒integration 
(§ 143). With this decision the European Court, while not opposing to 
the life imprisonment in general (§ 144), was opposed to that form of 
8ECHR, sent. 18.03.2014, ric. n. 24069/2003, n. 197/2004, n. 6201/2006 and 
n. 10464/2007 
9ECHR, sent. 08.07.2014, ric. n. 15018/2011 and 61199/2012.
10ECHR, sent. 26.04.2016, ric. n. 10511/2010.
11ECHR sent.17.01.2017, ric. n. 57592/08.
12ECHR, sent. 13.6.2019, ric. n. 77633/2016.
13On the subject of “collaborationrisk” and reluctantcollaborators, see Cottu E.  
L’ergastolo ostativo nel prisma del sottosistema penale premiale, on Rivista 
Sistema Penale. 2019.
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life imprisonment which precludes a prospect of release or a possibility 
of review , i.e.a complete and personalized evaluation of the behavior 
of the prisoner, even if not cooperating, whose personality does not 
remain“frozen”at the time of the crime (§ 125) and that may have 
started to adhere to the rules of social life (§ 128)14.

The protection of the right to life and the States 
positive obligation to prevent aggression: the dissenting 
opinion in the Viola v. Italy case

The Court’s decision on the Viola case was not taken un animously, 
as Polish judge Wojtyczek expressed the opposite. Significant, for the 
issue that concerns us, is his dissenting opinion, in which the judge, 
starting from the right to life enshrined in Article 2, par. 1, of ECHR, 
asserts that its protection must be a priority over the protection of 
anyother right, given that without life the enjoyment of anyother 
claim guaranteed by the State would become illusory. Therefore, the 
decision of the Italian legal system to prepare a rigorous system of 
sanctions suitable for repressing the cases in which the fundamental 
freedoms of the associates are infringed would be correct as happens 
with criminal organizations, which represent a threat to people’slives  
and it would be legitimate to choose to sub ordinate the granting of 
penitentiary benefits to certain positive behaviors of the offender, 
including collaboration with the justice system. In detail, however, the 
Italian legislation in the opinion of the judge would not deprivet out 
court people sentenced to life imprisonment for the crimes referred to 
art. 4 bis PL of the hope that one day the will obtaining freedom, but 
it would bind its conditional release to collaboration with justice. As 
for the collaboration, the judge notes that the applicant detained since 
1992 and sentenced, first to twelve years in prison for having directed a 
mafia organization (which still represents a threat to the life and safety 
of people in Italy ), then to life imprisonment, having also been found 
guilty of homicide crimes is certainly in possession of information 
thatcould help the authorities to prosecute other personactive with in 
the association and thus contribute to considerably reduce the threat 
that weighs on people’slives, preventing new crimes. However, the 
dissenting judge re‒calls that the inmate refuses to collaborate with 
the authorities, protesting his innocence and invoking fear for his own 
life and for that of his family members . It is precisely the reason 
given by Viola for refusing to collaborate that represents according to 
Wojtyczek a paradox: the fear for his life or for the lifes of love dones 
can only be suppressed through the an inhilation of the organized crime 
and the recovery of legality, which depends only on the collaborator’s 
contribution to the proper conduct of justice.

If, in the sentence, it is considered possible that other elements 
different than collaboration, allow to evaluate the progress made by the 
prisoner in the belief that the dissociation with the mafia environment 
can be expressed differently from the collaboration with justice, in 
the decision of the Court  in the opinion of the Polish judge these 
“other” indicators are not concretely specified, but only identified, 
generically, in the evolution of personality or in the positive results of 
the resocialization process, thus leaving open the serious and difficult 
problem to resolve of establishing how, and with what evidence, a 
non‒cooperating convicted to life imprisonment for serious mafia 
crimes can prove has changed. As for the purpose of the penalty, the 
motivation of the sentence with which the judged is agrees suggests 
that resocialization is its only legitimate purpose, when, on the other 
14For a more complete analysis of the decisionViola v. Italy, pleaserefer to 
Dolcini E. Dalla Corte Edu una nuova condanna per l’Italia: l’ergastolo 
ostativo contraddice il principio di umanità della pena, on Riv. It. Dir. Proc. 
Pen. p. 925; Pelissero M. Verso il superamento dell’ergastolo ostativo: gli 
effetti della sentenza Viola c. Italia sulla disciplina delle preclusioni in materia 
di benefici penitenziari. 2019.

hand, the punishment has a multi dimensional nature so, in addition 
to the porpouse of the re‒education of criminal, itmust also aim at 
remuneration and must act as a deterrent towards other potential 
criminals. As a result, the absence of collaboration would thus not 
consist in an absolute presumption of social dangerousness, built 
would comply with the function of the penalty; thus, in mafia crimes, 
it would be precisely the lack of help to the authorities to legitimize 
the more rigid sanctions env is aged for convicts. Wojtyczek, adhering 
to the reasons that prompted the Italian legislator to introduce a 
“double track” for some crimes and significantly in the cases of mafia 
crimes and to distinguish the penalties inflicted on convicts who have 
committed common crimes from those imposed for crimescommitted 
in being in the field of organized and subversive crime, recognize show 
this discipline which tends to withdrawfrom the criminal association 
through reward incentives is part of the “margin of discretion”enjoyed 
by the States, whichescapes the jurisdiction of the Court, which is 
not required to assess the rationality of political choices in criminal 
matters taken by the States parties to the Convention since the choice 
by a State of a criminal justice system, including the re‒examination 
of the sentence and the manner of release, doesnot fall with in the 
control entrusted to the Court.

Life imprisonment impediment to the examintation 
of Italian Constitutional Court

Over the decades, the Italian constitutional Court hastaken a 
cautious attitude on the legitimacy of life imprisonment, with rulings 
that have progressively eroded without eliminating it the “never 
ending sentence”. At first, in fact, the Judge of the Laws, considered 
the life sentence not illegitimate because the offender can be released 
if he repents after having served part of the sentence, and then extends 
the enjoyment of penitentiary benefits to life prisoners as well.

With the change in the discipline in the early nineties, the 
Courtalsos crutinized the constitutionality of the life imprisonment 
impediment and of the so‒called“double track of sanctions”, both with 
reference to the reported discriminatory character, and with regard 
to the re‒educational function of the sentence, mitigating with its 
own conclusions some harsh obstacles. The Constitutional Court, on 
onehand, declined the principle according to which the presumption of 
greater social danger deduced from certain criminal facts must nothave 
the character of absoluteness on the basis of automaticrules15 and, on 
the other, adfirmed that the greaterrig orderiving from a specific type 
of sanction must not interrupt the re‒education process in the absence 
of further guilty behaviors of the prisoner16. Following the ruling of 
the European Court of Human Rights in the Viola case, in which was 
raised a structural problem of the Italian system , the Constitutional 
Court, on three occasions, recently express itself on some aspects of 
the mentioned“double track”, trying to balance the influences a rising 
from the need for harmonization with Strasbourg with the opposing 
solicitations of a public opinion increasingly conditioned by security 
obsessions, in some cases electtorally emphasized by the political 
class. 

The illegitimacy of life imprisonment in the part in 
whichitdoesnotprovidethat premium permitsmay be 
granted to non‒cooperatingprisoners

With the first of the a fore mentioned rulings17, the Judge of the 
15In this sense, Constitutional Court, sent. 12.4.2017, n. 76; Constitutional 
Court, sent. 23.7.2018, n. 17.
16Argue in this sense, Constitutional Court, sent. 28.7.1994, n. 168; 
Constitutional Court, sent. 1.3.1995, n. 68; Constitutional Court, sent. 
1.12.1999, n. 436.
17Constitutional Court, sent. 4.12.2019, n. 253.
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Laws declared the constitutional illegitimacy by contrast with Articles 
3 and 27, par. 3, of Constitution of Article 4 bis, par. 1, PL in the 
part in which it doesnot foresee that prisoners for mafia‒type crimes 
and for the other crimes in dicated the rein may be granted premium 
permits even in the absence of collaboration with the justice, in 
accordance with Article 58 ter of the same law. The pronouncement 
enhances the re‒educational purpose of the sentence which requires 
not an automatic but an individualized evaluation of the penitentiary 
benefits. This decision unlike the most ancient jurisprudence where a 
clearly poly functional vision of the sentence prevailed reaf firms the 
centrality of the re‒educational purpose of the sentence with respect 
to the objectives of prevention, dissuasion and social defense, the 
achievement of which cannot compromise the ultimate purpose of the 
penalsanction, which according to the Italian Constitutionis in fact 
re‒education.

The Constitutional Court, while affirming that the presumption 
itself is not constitutionally illegitimate since it is not unreasonable 
to infer that the condemned who does not collaborate keeps alive 
the links with the criminal organization never the less found that this 
presumption, in order not to enter into conflict with the Constitution 
must be relative and, therefore, winnable with a contrary18. With in 
these limits, in the opinion of the Court, the solution is compatible 
with the special prevention and with the resocialization imperatives 
inherent in the penalty. To provide a contrary evidence, the ruling 
explains that the so‒called“good behavior” in prison or the adherence 
to a re‒education process and a simple declaration of dissociation 
are not enough, asare necessary specific elements, capable of 
demonstrating the lack of criminal bond and a concrete evaluation 
of this change, which should be carried out on the basis of a high‒
probability parameter, of rein forced evidence to ascertain the non‒
existence of a negative condition. The over coming of the presumption 
of dangerousness of the prisonerwhodoesnot cooperate can only be 
based on the specific“allegation” of elements such as to exclude both 
the actuality of connections with organized crimeand the danger of 
their recovery; thisallegationcharges on the convictedperson witha 
sort of inversion of the burden of proof. Therefore, many difficulties 
remain in granting a permit to a prisoner convicted of mafia 
association crimes, as this will depend on the information acquired  
for example from the reports of the Penitentiary Authority and from 
the Committee for Public Order and Security19, aswellas, accordingto 
Art. 4 bis, par. 3 bis, PL, from the actual links with organized crime 
(Chiavaro, M., 2020). Further more, the Court specified that, if the 
information from the Committee for Public Order and Security are 
negative, the convicted person is charged with not only the burden of 
alleging the elements in favor, butal so that of providing real elements 
of supporting evidence. We can speak of almost diabolical probatio, 
since under these conditions the granting of the premium permits is 
almost impossible, except perhaps for the hypothesis in which the 
Prosecutor’s assessmentis generic and limited to the mere lack of 
positive elements20.

Therefore, although the Court haspro claimed the principle 
according to which it is legitimate to reward the prisoners who 
collaborates, while it is in admissible to further punish them for failure 

18In this sense also Constitutional Court,sent. 15.12.2016, n. 268; Constitutional 
Court, sent. 23.7.2015, n. 185.
19According to art. 4 bis, co. 2., O.p., the ProvincialCommittee for Public 
Order and Security (appendix to the National Committee for Public Order and 
Security, auxiliaryadvisory body of the Minister of the Interior) provides the 
competentSupervisoryMagistrate with information on the convictedperson.
20See, Italian Supreme Court, sent. 15.3.2019, n. 28194; Italian Supreme Court, 
sent.13.9.2016, n. 51878; Italian Supreme Court, sent. 6.12.2013, n. 49130.

to cooperate on the basis of a presumptioniur is et de iure, the practical 
value of this opening risks being undermined by the weight of the 
evidence imposed on the condemned to overcome the presumption 
of dangerousness which, although it is defined as relative in the 
motivation of the Judge of the Laws, still remains, in some ways, 
almost‒absolute. If, as clarified by the Council itself in the ruling, 
the question resolved did not concern the impedimental life sentence 
because it did not involve the foreclosure on the conditional release of 
the non‒collaborating life imprisoner who had already served twenty‒
six effective years of prison, butthe case of whom was convicted for 
one of the impedimental offenses included in the heterogeneous list of 
Article 4 bis, par. 1, PL, that cannot access to bonus esun less after a 
useful collaboration this does not mean that the principles expressed 
there in, in harmony with those proclaimed by the European Court, 
havehad as will soon be seen important repercussions also on life 
imprisonment impediment.

The illegitimate extension of art. 4 bis PL to juvenile 
offenders and youngadults

Almost simultaneously with the previous ruling, the Constitutional 
Court adopted another decision that proposes significant arguments 
regarding life imprisonment21. The opportunity was provided by 
Article 2, par. 3, Legislative Decree 121/2018, which extended the 
provisions of Article 4 bis, par. 1 and 1 bis, PL, also to juvenile 
offenders (for whom there is no life sentence) and young adults,in 
order to have access to community penal measures, bonuses orto 
external work. The Court judged this extension illegitimate, not only 
for excess of delegation, but also for violation of Articles 2, 3, 27 par. 
3, and 31, Par. 2, of the Constitution.19 The Constitutional Court, then, 
reiterated the irreconcilability of art. 4 bis PL with the respect of the 
function of the penalty asout lined by the Constituent Assembly and 
reaffirmed the illegitimacy of rigorous regulatory automatisms that 
contradict the progressiveness and the flexibility of treatment as a 
corollary of the re‒habilitative purpose of the offender. In addition, the 
Judges have established that in the juvenile trial thereis no spacefor 
any presumption, not even relative, thus leaving the possibility that 
even in trials against adults it is not legitimate to impose on the 
offender burdens so difficult to satisfy.

Furtherprofiles of the illegitimacy of life 
imprisonment: towards a sentence in accordance with 
the sense of humanity and the re‒education of the 
condemnedperson?

The Italian Constitutional Court  lastly expressed itself on the 
question of legitimacy raised by the Supreme Court22 in relation to 
Art. 4 bisPL in the part in which it does not allow a person sentenced 
to life imprisonment, who does not cooperate usefully with the justice 
system, to request after a long time in prison a concrete assessment 
of his certain repentance, which is a pre‒requisite for access to parole 
and, therefore, for the extinction of the sentence (at the end, morover, 
of a further period of supervision by the authority)23. Unlike the case 
examined by the Court with the decision 253/2019, relating to premium 
permits, in this situation the question submitted to the scrutiny of the 
judges is even more radical, since are examinated both the conditions 
under which the perpetual penalty can be considered compatible with 
the Constitution, and the possibility for the condemned to hope for 
the end of the sentence. The constitutional Court, in this case, was 
in fact called to evaluate the possibility of allowing,even the non‒
21Constitutional Court, sent. 6.12.2019, n. 263.
22Italian Supreme Court, ord. 3.06.2020, n. 18518.
23Constitutional Court, ord. 11.05.2021, n. 97.
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collaborating life imprisoner for the crimes referred to in art. 4 bisPL, 
the access to the institute of conditional release, which determines upon 
successful completion of the probation period the extinction of the 
sentence and the definitive re‒acquisition of freedom; situation quite 
different from that concerning the bonuses, consisting in the granting 
of a brief suspension of imprisonment, without however interrupting 
the execution of the sentence. Indeed, the leave of absence bonuses 
[...] have a contingency connotation that does not allow them to be 
fully as similated to alternative measures to detention, because they do 
not modify the restrictive conditions of the offender. Only with respect 
to the latter are the reasons of criminal policy subject to absolute fore 
closure pursuant to art. 4‒bis, co. 1, Op may appear to meet the needs 
of fighting organized crime 24. The Court concludes in the sense that 
the presumption of dangerousness weighing on the condemned for 
crimes committed in a“mafia context”who did not collaborate with the 
justice system, must be able to be overcome also on the basis of factors 
other than collaboration, indicative of the path of resocialization 
of the interested party. The absolute nature of the presumption in 
question is therefore incompatible with the Constitution, as it makes 
the collaboration with the law the only way available to the inmate to 
access the evaluation of the surveillance judiciary on which depends 
his return to freedom. Among other things, it can often be doubted 
that the collaborationis the result of a free choice. Without questioning 
the importance and usefulness of collaboration, understood as a free 
and thoughtful decision to demonstrate the break with the criminal 
environment , the ordinance emphasizes that the current discipline 
prefigures a sort of “exchange” between information useful for 
investigative purposes and the consequent possibility of access 
ingto penitentiary benefits; therefore, the life sentence that aspires 
to conditional freedom is placed before the dramatic choice between 
the possibility of regaining freedom and its opposite, thatis, a destiny 
of endless confinement .There are also extreme cases in which such 
a choice can be “tragic”, as the condemned person has to decide 
between his (eventual) freedom, which may however involve risks 
for the safety of his loved ones, and renounce of freedom, in order 
to preserve them from dangers. If the lack of cooperation cannot be 
an absolute impediment, according to the Judge of the Laws it is 
not unreasonable to place it as the basis of a presumption of specific 
danger, since it is not senseless to believe that the offender retains his 
links with the criminal organization of original belonging. The Court, 
in fact, reminds that belonging to a mafia‒type association usually 
implies a stable membership in a criminal association, strongly 
rooted in the territory, characterized by a dense network of personal 
connections, with particular intimidating force that is capable of 
lasting over time. It is therefore quite possible that the associative 
bond remains unaltered even after long imprisonments  precisely due 
to the characteristics of the criminal association in question  until the 
subject makes a choice of radical detachment, such as that which is 
generally expressed by collaboration with justice. The Constitutional 
Court has taken an explicit position in the sense of believing that 
the current discipline of life imprisonment absolutely precludes, to 
those who have not usefully collaborated with justice, the possibility 
of accessing the procedure to request conditional release, even when 
his repentance is certain and therefore by making collaboration the 
only way for the condemned to recover his freedom, is in contrast 
with Articles 3 and 27 of the Constitution and with Article 3 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights .Despite this, the Court found 
that a merely“demolishing” intervention consisting in an immediate 
declaration of illegitimacy would jeopardize the overall balance of 
the discipline in question and the needs of general prevention and 
collective security that it pursues to combat the phenomenon of the 
24Italian Supreme Court, sent. 20.11.2018, n. 57913.

organized crimes. According to the Constitutional Court, in fact, 
belongs to the legislative discretion, and not to the Court itself, to 
decide which further choices are appropriate to distinguish the 
condition of a non‒cooperating perpetual sentence from that of other 
life prisoners, choices among which for example, it could include 
the emergence of the specific reasons for the non‒cooperation, or 
the introduction of specific prescriptions that govern the period of 
supervised freedom for the author of the crime. 

In the opinion of the Court, the particularity of this criminal 
phenomenon prevents an immediate declaration of constitutional 
illegitimacy of the contested provision, which could lead to disharmonies 
and contradictions in the overall discipline to combatorganized 
crime and undermine the importance that collaboration with justice 
it continues to assume in the current system. For these reasons, the 
Court granted Parliament one year (setting a new discussion of the 
issues at the hearing on May 10, 2022, until then suspending a quo 
the case) to fully intervene in the discipline, trying both to prevent 
the felonies connected with organized crime and to exercise properly 
the constitutional and penitentiary rules. The Constitutional Court, 
there fore, hopes for the enactment of a law capable of eliminating the 
condition of collaboration with the justiceas an essential element for 
access to conditional release, due to the fact that this conditionis often 
functional to “use” the offender to pursue the purpose of the fight 
against mafia which although noble and dutiful cannot jeopardize 
the protection of human dignity, even of those sentenced to life 
imprisonment. Moreover, this decision does not take into account 
the risk that if through this“post ponement”technique the legislator 
remains ‘in default’ (as is presumable and it has already happened in 
the past), the Italian legal system will maintain an unconstitutional 
law. And this to the detriment of people in “flesh and blood”who will 
have to wait for their release for (atleast) another year, even if the rule 
that keeps them in prison is not in accordance with the constitutional 
provision, by the admission of the Constitutional Court. 20

Possible conclusions
The sophism of legitimacy of life 
imprisonmentonlyifitisnot for life

The Constitutional Court, with the recent order no. 97/2021,found 
that the compatibility of the perpetual sentence with the Constitution 
depends on the actual possibility of obtaining parole; if it is 
absolutely excluded, life imprisonment is in contrast with the re‒
educational purpose of the sentence (Article 27, paragraph 3, of 
the Constitution). The Court, in fact, considered the doubts of 
constitutional legitimacy21‒28 about life imprisonment in general to be 
overcome, precisely by relying on the fact that this is only inabstract 
a perpetual penalty. In this discussion however life imprisonment 
would appearas a [almost] symbolic sanction with respect to the 
lack of its full effectiveness, characterized by a sort of contradiction 
and ambiguity, in the sense that it is illegitimate only when it is not 
for life, demonstrating on the contrary how a perpetual punishment 
is unconstitutional. If a life punishment is in contrast with Art. 27, 
par. 3, of the Constitution, this contrast should already be present at 
the level of abstract prediction, regardless of the circumstance that in 
some cases there are regulatory mechanisms that concretely readmit 
the offender to some forms of freedom.

The purpose of social reintegration of the offender proper of the 
Italian Constitution, in fact, must be kept in mind not only in the 
phase of execution of the sentence, butals at the level of abstract 
legislative provision, a penalty disproportion at eab origine  functional 
to purely remunerative needs, repressive or mere general prevention  
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compromises the possibility of re‒educating that condemned who 
will feel the penalty as an unjustabuse of power, with prejudice to the 
process of re‒approaching the values of the legal system. Moreover, 
following the decisions of the Constitutional Court, life imprisonment 
is legitimate if the re‒educational purpose, which should character is 
it,guarantee the achievement of the resocialization results; according 
to the re‒educational purpose, the offender have to receive a valid 
and effective program of social integration, the task of which falls 
primarily to the State, that  after a certain period of intramural 
detention  should concretely open to instruments more compatible 
with a path of social integration. Statistical data show instead that, in 
Italy, for the 70% of life prisoners it is currently impossible to obtain 
conditional release for the “impediment” mechanisms seen above, 
while for the remaining 30% of “ordinary” life prisoners, although 
abstractly it would be possible to reacquire freedom, concretely this 
does not happen or does happen for a negligible number of cases 
(e.g.only 4 in the last year). In the rest of the world the situation is 
reversed: some states (15%) have abolished the life imprisonment, 
the 70% of the remaining countries fore see that, even in the case 
in which the sentence of life imprisonment is imposed, the offenders 
can accessto conditional release, allowing in fact a similar possibility 
to 80% of life prisoners.14 The Italian situation is therefore the 
opposite, with a life sentence that in the balance between danger 
and re‒education clearly leans in favor of the first, contradicting the 
purpose of social integration inherent in the Italian Constitution.29‒32 
Perpetuity, only possible in abstract, proves to be real in many cases 
and calls into question the legitimacy of life imprisonment which can 
hardly be considered an acceptable cost in cases w here the eventual 
perpetuity turns into actual. And this applies to both the life sentence 
impediment and the ordinary one: the difference between these two 
forms, however, isnot such as to weigh in terms of unconstitutionality 
of the only life imprisonment without parole. If it is true, in fact, that 
overcoming potential perpetuity is more difficult in cases of impeding 
life imprisonment, in which there is a greater compression of the re‒
educational purpose, it is equally true that between these two forms 
there is only a quantitative distinction and not an onto logical one.

The “tied” hand of the state: from life imprisonment 
to security measures

Limiting the rehabilitation porpouse of the penalty to the 
execution phase means transforming life imprisonment into a sort 
of anomalous security measure of indefinite duration and based on 
the alleged permanence of the danger of the offender.14 Indeed, as 
observed by Pulitanò in the case of life imprisonment impediment, 
the regulatory mechanism that it produces involves a restriction 
of rights in the absence of active conduct (i.e. collaboration with 
the justice system) which presents itself as a further sanction, 
disconnected from the fact for which the sentence is served, since on 
one hand there is no formal obligation of collaboration from which 
derive another formal sanction for not having fulfilled it, and  on the 
other  the effects are practically sanctioning because from the lack of 
cooperation follows the permanence in prison. The (free) choice to 
not collaborate isthus substantially a duty of collaboration, in order 
to end the protraction of the imprisonment. Such a presumption, 
however, appears to be contrary to Articles 3 and 27, par. 3, of the 
Constitution, with regard to Articles 3 and 5 of the ECHR (Art. 5 
is interpreted by the Court as the deprivation of personal liberty 
cannot be based on elements that have taken place in the executive 
phase, but must focus exclusively on the fact that was object of the 
original conviction25). And the contrast is seen not only with the re‒
educational principle linked to the idea that is illegitimate a sanction 
25ECHR, M. c. Germania, 17.12.2009, ric. n. 19359/04.

that presents itself as a security measure indefinite in its duration but 
also with that of the proportion of the sentence as life imprisonment 
risks to be reduced at the mere neutralization of the offender  and 
with the prohibition of attributing to the sanction the aim of making 
the offender adhere to a specific ethical concept; the same have to be 
free to self‒determine and therefore cannot be subjected to measures 
that have the exclusive in capacitating or corrective, treatment or the 
rapeutic purpose. Therefore, the abstract prediction of the penalty, 
even if it is a political question, should in any case be guided by the 
constitutional parameters of the re‒education, proportion and dignity 
of the person, under which the prisonterm  already at the level of 
provision legislative  must not have an indefinite duration, but should 
be prefixed in quantities parameterised to the seriousness of the crime 
and the de‒valuation of the case in question Thus, once the period of 
effective detention has elapsed, there should be a sort of presumption 
of completion the process that aimed at orienting the convict towards 
an existence respectful of that of others, especially if the penitentiary 
system was truly marked by the social integration of the offender. 
This presumptionis opposite to the one currently implemented by 
the Italian law, which implicitly reveals the awareness that the prison 
system, as it is really structured, difficulty allow the prisoner to 
carry out an effective process of social integration. If, in fact, after 
twenty‒sixyears of detention the dangerousness of the detainee is still 
presumed, this means that the italian prison system is not organized 
in such a way as to achieve, in an appreciable number of cases, the 
constitutional objective of re‒education.26

What are the solutions?

If we don’t want to lean towards the elimination of the life sentence 
a decision that might be in harmony with the Constitution and in 
accordance with the choices made by various other countries we 
could  however  try, in order to mitigate the rigor of its discipline, to 
follow to the prison sentence, after the expiration of a certain number 
of years, with a security measure that is not unlimited in time and 
intervenesonly for those prisoners of proven social dangerousness, 
within the limits and in a manner strictly necessary to stemthe risk.33 
Thus, if the access to conditional release after a certain period of 
time should be the rule, the granting of a possible security measure 
would represent instead the exception; an “extraordinary”instrument 
left to the initiative of the public prosecution that would periodically 
be required to the burden of proving the continuing danger of the 
offender, in the absence of which the in mate must be released.34 A 
similar mechanism, on the other hand, would not be dissimilar to 
that is already envis aged in other European countries. And indeed, 
art. 39 of the Norwegian Criminal Code, which contemplates a 
maximum period of 21 years of imprisonment, also establishes that 
this period can be extended by 5 renewable years, in cases the judge 
considers the offender still dangerous; in Germany, on the otherhand, 
security custody (Sicherungsverwahrung) is potentially applicable in 
conjunction with life imprisonment, so after the minimum detention 
period of 15 years (§ 49, co. 1, no. 1, St GB), the provisions relating 
to custody can be extended; these, in case of probation during the 
execution of the Sicherungsverwahrung, provide for the application 
of probation, notenvis aged in the event of a life sentence. As for the 
issue of non‒collaboration, the obstacle to the granting of benefits (on 
which the legislator will hopefully intervene in the short term), could 
be framed, rather than as an absolute presumption, in the scheme of 
simple presumptions. I fall presumptions are based on the possibility 
of considering an existing fact (in this case, the danger of the detainee) 
on the basis of the existence of another circumstance actually as 
certained (lack of cooperation), only the simple presumptions find 

26Barak A.  Democrazia, terrorismo e corti di giustizia, in Giut. Cost, p. 3390.2002
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their basis in a maximum of experience, the id quod plerumque acid 
it, which by a logical‒deductive way allows us to believe that, once a 
fact has been as certained, the existence of a further fact is probable11 
These presumptions do not provide legal parameters for the formal 
establishment of the fact, ex ante,but they form the conviction of the 
judge in the specific case; the lack of cooperation should therefore be 
understood as a simple militant clue in the sense of the danger of the 
detainee and which could well be contradicted or balanced by other 
circumstances that the judge should consider and, in the presence of 
a reasonable doubt, tend to favor of in mate. Such a reform would 
lend itself to various objections, relating above all to its supposed 
indulgent character, which would make it unsuitable for a system, 
such as the Italian one, used to respond to organized crime with 
exceptional measures for dealing with the extraordinary nature of this 
phenomenon. If the degree of the civilization of a State is measured 
by the level of mix between criminal law and fight35 given that a law 
that looks too much like violence, or that is identified with it,is a 
delegitimated right36‒39  as was stated by Barak only a strong, secure 
and stabled emo cracy can afford to respect and protect human rights 
[…]. Precisely for this reason […] not all means are acceptable in 
democracy; not all practices drawn from the enemies of democracy 
can be used by those who defend it; although a democracy often has 
to fight with one hand tied, it will still have the other at its disposal. 
If, Nun Marie Vojtěcha Hasmandová, in her letters, describing the 
situation experienced in the prisons of the Czechtotalitarian regime, 
confided to be in the palm of God’shand , the hope for thoses entenced 
to life imprisonment in Italy is that the State fights crime with a strong 
hand, but not brutal, and grants the hope of life even to those who have 
no faith if not in a Social State of Law.
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